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WELCOME TO THE GIGGING-4-LIVING PROJECT!

The main objective of this project is to create content that serves as a basis for artists. The artists are from 
the most diverse areas such as music, dance, and representation. These are people who have seen their 
lives completely stagnant, without work, without new projects due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

In this sense, Gigging-4-Living is developing tools so that it is possible to turn over and emerge victorious 
from this situation, which shook all their dreams and projects.

GIGGING-4-LIVING PROJECT PARTNERS

The project is developed by eight partners from eight European countries:

1
Malta College Of Arts 
Science And Technology  
Malta

2 FO- Aarthus  
Denmark

3 Future In Perspective 
Ireland

4 Skills Elevation FHB 
Germany

5 Infodef
Spain

6 Aliance Lektoru a Konzultatu 

Czech Republic

7 RightChallenge 

Portugal

8 Enoros Consuting Limited  
Cyprus



WHAT’S COMING NEXT?

This project already counts with six months. We started by implementing an event that took place in person 
in Ireland, where we gathered some artists from the various areas about the challenges and how this 
situation has changed their life and resilience. 

Following this event, we held a hybrid meeting, organised by our partner in Denmark on 18 November 
2021.

FINAL NOTES

The major outputs pass for create opportunities for performing artists living in a pandemic. Also creates 
tools for building resilience within the performing art sector during a pandemic. And lastly create a MOOC 
and a community of practice that facilitates and helps all the artists who needs help to development new 
content.
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